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It's not without reason that this Vancouver artist was rewarded by various organizations, the 

most prestigious of his awards being without No doubt the Maple Blues Award he received in 

2012 for the Revelation Artist of the Year. Steve Kozak, a talented singer and guitarist, was at 

the time making his third effort and was noticed for his style largely tinted with West Coast 

Blues, a genre he does not deny today on this fourth album for which he Is accompanied by Dave 

Webb on the piano and the Hammond organ, Roger Brant on bass and Chris Nordquist on drums 

but also joined by some guests such as The Harpoonist and The Ax Murderer (Matthew Rogers on 

guitar and Shawn Hall at the harmonica), Jerry Cook on saxophones and finally Dave Vidal on 

guitar.  

In a dozen titles, most of them originals, the Steve Kozak Band offers us a rather heterogeneous 

collection of well thought-out riffs and licks treated with a certain fingering, the gift of 

songwriter of the artist being naturally noticed on blues Such as "Cane Sugar Sweet", "Trouble", 

"That's Cool With Me" or "Tell Me Why" and "Goin 'Fishin'" which occasionally leave the Pacific 

coast to go for a walk on the side of the bayous Of Louisiana. . Lovers of rhythm'n'blues in 

general and especially fans of Brook Benton will appreciate the re-reading of "Kidio" in a 

particularly inspired version while the purists of the blues will fall for their part towards the 

cover very removed from the "Every Night And Every Day "by Magic Sam, these two titles 

bringing in their way a little supplement of soul to" It's Time ", a galette that as its name 

indicates announces that the time has come to observe the work of Steve Kozak Band with a 

sharp ear but also an attentive eye! 

Why not in Europe one of these days since, without a doubt, there is an audience for this kind of 

training ... A galette that as its name indicates announces that the time has come to observe the 

work of the Steve Kozak Band with a sharp ear but also an attentive eye! Why not in Europe one 

of these days since, without a doubt, there is an audience for this kind of training ... A galette 

that as its name indicates announces that the time has come to observe the work of the Steve 

Kozak Band with a sharp ear but also an attentive eye! Why not in Europe one of these days 

since, without a doubt, there is an audience for this kind of training... 
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